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basic sequential process of pattern making. It will help a learner as well as an expert to be more
organized and understandable. Primarily, it designed for beginners and for the industry
personnel who need to upgrade their knowledge to pattern making. Still there is not much
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development along with different categories of dresses for men, women and children. I have
measured so many students and gathered a huge experience of measurement of male, female
and children's bodies. I have been working for a child dress designer for many years. Here I



include measurement charts that have been developed after long time analysis and thorough
research. The book also contains different techniques and critical aspects of pattern making
which will surely become useful for learners to anticipate common faults and possible ways to
solve the problems for the same issues. Here I included some traditional and modern dress to
have some extra vision of fashion design. Still I have wished to explore and include many more
in the near future by the grace of almighty. Everyone related to pattern making can apply this
book to explore their concept to the next level. The book also contains different techniques and
critical aspects of pattern making which will surely become useful for learners to anticipate
common faults and possible ways to solve the problems for the same issues. Here I included
some traditional and modern dress to have some extra vision of fashion design. Still I have
wished to explore and include many more in the near future by the grace of almighty. Everyone
related to pattern making can apply this book to explore their concept to the next level.
Introduction Pattern making is a midway process between design and production. A sketch of a
garment can be converted into a product through a process of pattern making. For example a
paper pattern has two dimensions while the human body is three dimensional. A body has a
height, width, and depth. To get the dimensions gap, need the help of curves and darts. Darts
are the fundamental need of all pattern making. Especially for fitted garments. They convert the
flat piece of clothes into a three-dimensional body shape. Pattern making is quite important for
making huge production as well as for the fashion designers to create new designs with the help
of basic patterns. It helps the learners of any age groups to elaborate on the designs and explore
the design with technical understanding. To create basic patterns, we use brown paper as media
for drafting. Pattern making is a midway process between design and production. A sketch of a
garment can be converted into a product through a process of pattern making. For example a
paper pattern has two dimensions while the human body is three dimensional. A body has a
height, width, and depth. To get the dimensions gap, need the help of curves and darts. Darts
are the fundamental need of all pattern making. Especially for fitted garments. They convert the
flat piece of clothes into a three-dimensional body shape. Pattern making is quite important for
making huge production as well as for the fashion designers to create new designs with the help
of basic patterns. It helps the learners of any age groups to elaborate on the designs and explore
the design with technical understanding. To create basic patterns, we use brown paper as media
for drafting. Pattern making is a constructive and implementation base education. At the initial
stage, pattern making could be difficult and time-consuming for the students but once they learn
it, it becomes interesting day by day. There are many methods of making patterns. Such as
drafting, draping, and flat pattern cutting are the most common three ways. Even there are many
patterns making terms that are vastly in use in the readymade garment industry. Such as –
Pattern making is a constructive and implementation base education. At the initial stage, pattern
making could be difficult and time-consuming for the students but once they learn it, it becomes
interesting day by day. There are many methods of making patterns. Such as drafting, draping,
and flat pattern cutting are the most common three ways. Even there are many patterns making



terms that are vastly in use in the readymade garment industry. Such as – The selvages run
parallel at the edge of the fabric length. Both the selvages have finished mood generally to
prevent unraveling of the fabric edges and little harder by nature. The following information
should be marked on production patterns. Such as The following information should be marked
on production patterns. Such as 1. The name of each piece. 2. Pattern size 3.Center back or
front or side information. 4. Fold lines if needed. 5. Balance marks 6. Grain lines which is marked
by arrow lines. 7. Construction marks, like darts, button, pockets or pleats position. These
things are indicated by notches or punch holes. 8. Seam allowances 9. The number of pieces
needs to be cut etc. 1. The name of each piece. 2. Pattern size 3.Center back or front or side
information. 4. Fold lines if needed. 5. Balance marks 6. Grain lines which is marked by arrow
lines. 7. Construction marks, like darts, button, pockets or pleats position. These things are
indicated by notches or punch holes. 8. Seam allowances 9. The number of pieces needs to be
cut etc. Fold Lines: Fold Lines: When cutting a symmetrical piece of design, patterns often
recommend folding the fabric in half and the information should apply. When cutting a
symmetrical piece of design, patterns often recommend folding the fabric in half and the
information should apply. Basic pattern set: Basic pattern set: The basic pattern set consists of a
bodice front and back for the upper torso, a full-length sleeve and skirt front and back for lower
torso. The basic pattern set consists of a bodice front and back for the upper torso, a full-length
sleeve and skirt front and back for lower torso. Balance: Balance: Balance refers to the perfect
relationship between all the parts of the pattern. The designers make adjustments to fit and
improve balance. Balance refers to the perfect relationship between all the parts of the pattern.
The designers make adjustments to fit and improve balance. Horizontal balance line (HBL):
Horizontal balance line (HBL): It refers to any horizontal line on the dress form. HBL helps to
balance the design between all parts. It refers to any horizontal line on the dress form. HBL helps
to balance the design between all parts. Seam Allowances: Seam Allowances: The gap between
the original pattern and dotted line indicates a seam allowance here which is needed to
assembling the garment. To decide how much allowance is needed, some factors need to be
considered: The gap between the original pattern and dotted line indicates a seam allowance
here which is needed to assembling the garment. To decide how much allowance is needed,
some factors need to be considered: A standard amount of seam allowances are generally used
in the factory which is given below but may vary a little from one industry to another. A standard
amount of seam allowances are generally used in the factory which is given below but may vary
a little from one industry to another. ¼" = Collar, cuff, neckline where the separate facing is
used. ¼" = Collar, cuff, neckline where the separate facing is used. 3/8" = All the seams that
are sewn by super lock sewing machine. In Shorts wear, tricot lingerie, etc. 3/8" = All the seams
that are sewn by super lock sewing machine. In Shorts wear, tricot lingerie, etc. ½" = The places
of strain, shoulders, yokes, panels, waistlines, sleeves. ½" = The places of strain, shoulders,
yokes, panels, waistlines, sleeves. ¾" = Cut- out darts. ¾" = Cut- out darts. 1" = Side seams,
zipper openings, pocket hems. 1" = Side seams, zipper openings, pocket hems. 1½" =Folded



hems on sleeves edge, over blouses. 1½" =Folded hems on sleeves edge, over blouses. 2"
=Hems on floor-length garments. Except if the hem is too circular. Very rarely used. 2" =Hems on
floor-length garments. Except if the hem is too circular. Very rarely used. Notches: Notches: The
purposes of notches are: The purposes of notches are:  Point out the seam allowances.  Point
out the seam allowances. Match one piece of pattern to another. Match one piece of pattern to
another. To indicate dart intakes, gathers, pleats, tucks, shirring, etc. To indicate dart intakes,
gathers, pleats, tucks, shirring, etc. Mark center of the pattern, waistline, etc. Mark center of the
pattern, waistline, etc. Notches should not be given at both edges of a corner, the pattern maker
has to know which part of seams will be sewn first so the notches will indicate the starting points.
Notches should not be given at both edges of a corner, the pattern maker has to know which
part of seams will be sewn first so the notches will indicate the starting points. Single notches
are used to indicate the front pieces of the garment, the intake of darts, pleats, tucks, center
front and center back, the corner of a zipper, seam allowances. Single notches are used to
indicate the front pieces of the garment, the intake of darts, pleats, tucks, center front and center
back, the corner of a zipper, seam allowances. Double notches are used to point out the back
parts of the garments, especially when there would be confusion between front and back pieces.
But double notches and single notches should not match in the case of front and back matching.
Double notches are used to point out the back parts of the garments, especially when there
would be confusion between front and back pieces. But double notches and single notches
should not match in the case of front and back matching. Triple notches are sometimes used to
indicate the center back of a garment. Triple notches are sometimes used to indicate the center
back of a garment. Punch hole: Punch hole: Punch marks are used to mark the edge of darts.
Punch marks are also used to show where to apply trim within the body of the garment. Also in
the placement of pockets, appliqué, braid, ribbon, etc. When the trims will be placed on the
punch hole, the marks will be covered. Punch marks are used to mark the edge of darts. Punch
marks are also used to show where to apply trim within the body of the garment. Also in the
placement of pockets, appliqué, braid, ribbon, etc. When the trims will be placed on the punch
hole, the marks will be covered. Short forms of pattern information: Short forms of pattern
information: 1. CF = center front 1. CF = center front 2. CB = center back 2. CB = center back
3. SS = side seam. 3. SS = side seam. 4. SH = shoulder length. 4. SH = shoulder length. 5.
SW = side waist. 5. SW = side waist. 6. BP = bust point. 6. BP = bust point. 7. DP = dart point.
7. DP = dart point. 8. HPS = high point of shoulder. 8. HPS = high point of shoulder. 9. SG=
straight grain. 9. SG= straight grain. 10. NP= neck point. 10. NP= neck point. 11. X Back= across
back. 11. X Back= across back. Important Body Marks Important Body Marks We need to
understand our body marks which are known as body landmark terms also. Such as We need to
understand our body marks which are known as body landmark terms also. Such as # Center
front neckline # Center front neckline # Center back neckline # Center back neckline # Center
front waist # Center front waist # Center back waist # Center back waist # Center front bust level
# Center front bust level # Bust points or Apex # Bust points or Apex # Mid armhole front # Mid



armhole front # Mid armhole back # Mid armhole back # Shoulder blade level # Shoulder blade
level # Shoulder tip. # Shoulder tip. # High point of shoulder or Shoulder at neck. # High point of
shoulder or Shoulder at neck. # Princess panel front # Princess panel front # Princess panel
Back # Princess panel Back # Bust or chest level # Bust or chest level # Waist level # Waist level
# Hip level # Hip level Fabric scissors: Small ruler: Tracing wheel: Hip curve/leg shaper: Taking
body measurements is a very accountable task. It needs to have adequate knowledge about the
right methods of taking and keeping records of body measurements. Some equipment required
for this and some other vital points to be considered in taking the measurements process. Here
some points to consider while taking measurements. A quality measuring tape should have
through the body measurement taking process. The person who gave the measurements should
stand straight, in a natural gesture and if possible, in front of a mirror. A well fitted comfortable
garment should be worn while giving body measurements. Nobody can take their
measurements by own. So, need to take another person's help. A cord or tape is fastened
around the waist, during measuring the body and left it till all measurements have been
completed. The measurement tape should be maintained parallel to the ground while taking
horizontal circumference measurements. Such as bust, waist, hip, etc. In many cases, the
accuracy of many measurements depends on the waistline. So the waistline should be located
perfectly. The ease factor is related to the drafting process. So the accuracy of measurements
should not vary for ease factor. On the other hand, the ease factor is related to fabric type.
Woven fabrics need more ease than knit fabrics. So measurements and ease factors both is a
separate thing. Note the required location name and follow the proper serial and certain
sequence to make the process more systematic. Grade1"1"1"2"2"2"Sl. No.Size8101214161820B
ust34  35  36  38  40  42  44"Waist26  27  28  30  32  34  36"Hip36  37  38  40
 42  44  46"Top hip32  33  34  36  38  40  42"Back
width13½  13¾  14  14½  15  15½  16"Chest width12  12¼  12½  13  13½  14  14
½"Shoulder4½  4⅝  4¾  4⅞  5  5⅛  5¼"Across
shoulder14"14¼"14½"15"15½"16"16½"Bust separation3¾  4  4¼  4½  4¾  5  5¼"Neck
circumference14  14½  15  15½  16  16½  17"Chest
circumference33½  34½ 35½  37½  39½  41½"43½"Rip
cage28  29  30  32  34  36  38"Top/upper Arm10  10½  11  11½  12  12½  13"Elbo
w9  9¼  9½  9¾  1010¼  10½"Wrist6  6½  7  7½"8  8½  9"Thigh19  20  21  22  2
3  24  25"Knee14  14½  15  15½"16  16½  17"Ankle11  11½  12  12½"13  13½  14"
Grade Grade Sl. No. Sl. No. Size Size Bust Bust Waist Waist Hip Hip Top hip Top hip Back width
Back width Chest width Chest width Shoulder Shoulder Across shoulder Across shoulder Bust
separation Bust separation Neck circumference Neck circumference Chest circumference Chest
circumference Rip cage Rip cage Top/upper Arm Top/upper Arm Elbow Elbow Wrist Wrist Thigh
Thigh Knee Knee Ankle Ankle BustWaistHipTop hipBack widthChest widthShoulderAcross
shoulderBust separationNeck circumferenceChest circumferenceRib cageTop/upper
armElbowWristThighKneeAnkle Bust Bust Waist Waist Hip Hip Top hip Top hip Back width Back



width Chest width Chest width Shoulder Shoulder Across shoulder Across shoulder Bust
separation Bust separation Neck circumference Neck circumference Chest circumference Chest
circumference Rib cage Rib cage Top/upper arm Top/upper arm Elbow Elbow Wrist Wrist Thigh
Thigh Knee Knee Ankle Ankle Sl. No.Size810121416182019.Back neck to
waist16  16½  17  17½  18   Sl. No. Sl. No. Size Size Back neck to waist Back neck to waist
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